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“I work with clients from various industries to navigate the details
for protecting their intellectual property and make the process run
smoothly. No matter the size or complexity of a new or existing
portfolio, my approach is to communicate clearly and work efficiently
with clients to help them obtain and maintain valuable assets.”
Becky Summers joined Miller Nash in 2016 and is a member of the firm’s
intellectual property team and technology and emerging business practice area.
Becky has more than 14 years of experience with U.S. and foreign trademark
and patent prosecution and maintenance, including WIPO (Madrid) international
applications and subsequent designations, proceedings before the Trademark
Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) and international (PCT) patent filing. She is also
skilled in U.S. copyright protection and enforcement, Digital Millennium Copyright
Act (DMCA) takedown procedures, trademark clearance searching, U.S. Customs
and Border Protection registration matters, and portfolio management, as well
as assignments, licensing, and other related aspects of intellectual property
ownership.

Education
Paralegal Certificate,
University of Washington,
2006
B.S., University of
Michigan, resource policy
and behavior, 2000

Professional Activities
 Washington State Paralegal Association, member

Publications
 “Copyright Office Rule Changes—Maintaining DMCA Safe Harbor Immunity
Requires New Registration,” Miller Nash Graham & Dunn, IP Law Trends (Sept.
2020)

Presentations
 “Docketing,” Alt Legal, webinar (Oct. 2020)

Personal Activities
Becky and her husband are deep in the heart of enjoying kid-business for two young
daughters. In her free time you can find Becky outside running and she has hopes
of finishing a few more marathons in the years to come. She is also a very proud
member of Seattle Rep’s Public Works family and hopes to join everyone on stage
again soon to share its values of equity, imagination, and joy with the community.
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